SCREEDED CONCRETE SURFACE

TIE WIRE SUPPORT FROM TOP ANCHOR BOLTS TO STEEL GRID IN WALL CAVITY

ANCHOR BOLTS SPACING PREDRILLED INTO PANELS

HORIZ/VERT REINFORCEMENT AS PER CODE OR AS SPECIFIED

PANELS SCREWED TO WEB

3/4" (13mm) PLYWOOD FORMING PANELS

NUDURA 6" (152mm) STANDARD FORM UNIT

HORIZONTAL STEEL TIE WIRED TO VERTICALS NEAR TOP OF WALL AS SHOWN

CONTINUOUS CONC. BEAM TO FLOOR CONNECTION

WET SET DOWEL TO MATCH VERTICAL REINFORCEMENT BETWEEN POURS OR AS SPECIFIED

NUDURA ALIGNMENT SYSTEM (MUST BE SHIMMED 3/4" BELOW PLYWOOD TO MAINTAIN STRAIGHTNESS OF FORM)